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ABSTRACT 

The present research, based on X-ray data, examines the 
relationship between anticipatory labial and lingual 
gestures, and the auditory perception of either an 
upcoming rounded vowel or an upcoming rounded 
fricative, in French. Vowel-Consonant-Vowel sequences 
(V1CV2) and Consonant-Vowel-Consonant sequences 
(C1VC2) are embedded in short carrier sentences and 
uttered by two speakers (†AE and MM) in two speaking 
rates: normal conversational and fast.  In the V1CV2 
sequences, V1 is always vowel /a/ and V2 vowel /u/; C is 
either /t/ or /k/. These V1CV2 sequences served to 
observe for anticipatory gestures from the rounded vowel, 
V2. 

In the C1VC2 sequences, C1 is either /t/ or /k/; V is /a/ 
and C2 is the rounded voiceless fricative /S/. These 
C1VC2 sequences served to observe for consonantal 
anticipatory gestures from the fricative, C2. The 
perceptual effects of anticipatory gestures are finally 
tested. 

INTRODUCTION 

A precise coordination of speech articulators is necessary 
in order to obtain specific geometrical configurations of 
the vocal tract that correspond to diverse phonetic 
categories. Gestural overlap or coarticulation is a general 
“rule” when articulators are coordinated during speech. 
However, the production of certain sounds requires a 
higher degree of overlap, a coarticulatory behaviour that is 
especially extended in specific contexts. Recent results 
suggest that early initiation of some gestures is a 
prerequisite for an adequate perception of the sound 
(Maeda, 1999 [8]). In such a perspective, anticipatory 
behaviour is in fact an extension of the characteristics of a 
target sound to its immediate or less immediate 
environment, and therefore must not be conceived in 
relation to past, present and future but simply as part and 
parcel of the emerging phenomenon itself (Sock et al., 
2002 [9]; Hecker, 2002 [5]). The anticipatory span of 
gestures has its audible and inaudible portions (Löfqvist, 
1990 [1]; Vaxelaire et al., 2002 [10]). However, inaudible 
anticipatory gestures may serve as visual speech cues 
(Cathiard et al., 1996 [4]) or may simply serve, by 
initiating movements as early as possible, to enhance the 
precision of the endpoint gestures, and thus their 
perceptual efficiency. 
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resent investigation will look at auditory effects of 
patory vocalic and consonantal gestures and try to 
alise, in motor-sensory terms, their audible and 
ible portions. 

METHOD 

acquisition 
orpus provided the following sequences: /atu/, /aku/ 
e VCV sequences and /taS/ for the CVC sequence. 
VCV sequences would serve to observe for 
patory gestures from the rounded vowel /u/ and the 

sequence would allow investigating the 
culatory effects of the rounded fricative /S/. 

peakers (AE and MM) uttered the sentences at two 
ing rates, normal and fast. X-ray data, together with 
ultaneous recording of the acoustic signal were 
ed, under medical care, using of a 35 mm camera 
ames per second), a stereo tape-recorder and a high 
y microphone (Brock, 1977 [3]). 

rement parameters were determined on sagittal 
es, with the help of a grid. Articulators monitored for 
patory behaviour were: lip protrusion; jaw and lower 
vertical displacements; lip opening. Tongue 
cements were also measured for: /u/ velar 
iction; /a/ pharyngeal constriction; the fricative 
ar constriction; /t/ apical contact; /k/ velar contact. 

ory perception test 
der to verify the perceptual effects of potential 
patory gestures, a perception test, based on the 
 paradigm (Benguérel & Adelman, 1976 [2]); 
r & Lindgren, 1982 [7]) was carried out. It consists 
ecting a representative sentence for each sequence 
egments were “gated-out” every 10 ms (superior to 
ailable 50 frames per second), backwards from onset 
 rounded element. Listeners were then asked to 

 what the truncated vowel or consonant segments 
The test tape contained the truncated stimuli 

ed in a random order (see Vaxelaire et al., 2002 
for details). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

ipatory vocalic gestures in the /atu/ context 
ata reveal, at a normal speaking rate, that upper lip 
sion begins gradually before apical contact. This 
patory onset of gestures is also true for the vertical 
cement of the lower lip and of the tongue dorsum, 



thus contributing to early formation of labial and lingual 
constrictions for the rounded vowel /u/. Increasing speech 
rate, in general, does not modify relative timing of these 
gestures. Results obtained for speaker MM are structurally 
similar, although the amplitude of her gestures is less 
pronounced. Briefly, these findings show that gestures 
related to the production of the rounded vowel are 
anticipated well before the emergence of configurations 
corresponding to the apical plosive and may go even as far 
as late vocalic configurations of V1 /a/. The question that 
naturally crops up now is to find out if these anticipatory 
gestures are audible and, if so, what would be their 
perceptual extent? 

Perception results indicate that listeners succeed in 
identifying the rounded vowel even when this vowel had 
been truncated from the signal. The percentage of correct 
responses is correlated with truncation point, i.e. with the 
distance from the vowel: it is high close to the vowel but 
drops drastically as from a given distance from this target 
vowel (r=0.73 and r=0.88 in normal and fast speech 
respectively for speaker AE; r=0.95 and r=0.98 in normal 
and fast speech respectively for speaker MM). At a 
normal speaking rate, scores are quite high up to 50 ms 
from the vowel (between 89% and 100% of correct 
responses). With increase in speaking rate, results, for 
speaker AE, do not change significantly; they are high 
close to the vowel (between 83% and 100%) and fall 
remarkably when truncations are made more than 40 ms 
from the rounded vowel. The data for speaker MM show 
that correct responses are high only up to 10 ms from the 
target vowel (83% and 100%) in the two prosodic 
conditions.  

Due to the elasticity of the acoustic signal, it is more 
appropriate to analyse recognition points in terms of 
motor-sensory qualitative relations rather than simply 
reporting identification points in absolute values. Thus an 
articulatori-acoustic analysis shows that recognition of the 
vowel at 50 ms and 40 ms from its acoustic onset in 
normal speech and fast speech respectively, for speaker 
AE, corresponds to release of the apical contact in both 
cases. This supraglottal release coincides, in the two 
speech conditions, with peak protrusion. For speaker MM, 
late recognition of the truncated vowel at only 10 ms from 
the vowel is located well after tongue-tip release and peak 
protrusion; it in fact coincides with minimum lip opening 
(Figure 1). 

Anticipatory vocalic gestures in the /aku/ context 
In normal speech and for both speakers, upper lip 
protrusion, vertical displacement of the lower lip and lip 
opening vary before tongue dorsum contact for formation 
of the velar consonant /k/. In fast speech, timing of the 
articulators is globally the same. In this context too, 
speaker MM shows les remarkable movement amplitudes. 
In all cases, however, gestures associated with the 
production of the rounded vowel /u/ are all anticipated 
well before the production of the intervocalic consonant 
/k/.  
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nt correct responses are highly correlated with 
tion point in the two speech rates (r=0.87 and 
 in normal and fast speech respectively for AE; 
 and r=0.81 in normal and fast speech respectively 
M). Listeners can identify the truncated vowel in 
productions up to 60 ms from onset of a clear 
nt structure of this vowel, in normal speech (with 
and 100% of correct responses). In fast speech, 
 identification is possible up to 50 ms from onset of 
wel (with 67% to 100% correct responses). 

eaker MM, vowel identification is possible at only 
 from the vowel in normal speech (83% to 94% of 
t responses); it is possible earlier in fast speech, at 
s from the vowel (with 83% to 95% of correct 
ses). In general, it seems that identification of the 
ing vowel is more precocious in this velar context, 
mparison with the preceding apical context, 
less of the speaker or the speech rate. Analyses of 

latori-acoustic relations tell us that vowel 
nition of AE’s productions at 60 ms (Figure 2) and 
s from the vowel in normal and fast speech 
tively corresponds to a specific event: the tongue 

m release. Moreover, this event coincides with peak 
sion, both located before onset of a clear formant 
ure of the rounded vowel. For speaker MM, 
nition at 20 ms and 30 ms in normal and fast speech 
tively corresponds to minimum lip opening, an 
that emerges after tongue dorsum release and peak 
sion. Due to a lower dynamics in MM’s gestures, 
 perception can only occur when all three events are 
ined: release, peak protrusion and minimum lip 
ng. 

ipatory consonantal gestures in the /taS/ context 
latory and acoustic data analyses show for speaker 

in normal speech (Figure 3), that all measured 
es associated with the production of the fricative 
 during vocal tract configurations of the vowel. Thus 
 lip protrusion, reduction in apical-laminal 
iction and increase in pharyngeal constriction for the 
ction of the fricative are initiated (frame 277) during 
oduction of the vowel (approx. frames 276 to 279). 
that frame 277 corresponds to a stable region in the 
tic interval corresponding to the vowel. A significant 
tion of the consonantal constriction (from 10 mm to 
) is observed at frame 280, which corresponds to 
of the acoustic frication of the consonant. Minimal 
-laminal constriction (frames 283 to 285) coincides 
upper lip peak protrusion (frame 283). In general, 
seems to be some degree of correlation between 
nantal constriction, upper lip protrusion and jaw 
g. As constriction reduces, protrusion increases. The 
rries the tongue and its vertical trajectory resembles 
f the tongue apex and tongue blade in creating the 
iction for the fricative. In fast speech, the relative 



timing of the articulators is quite similar to that observed 
in normal speech. Results obtained for speaker MM are 
strikingly similar to those reported here for speaker AE, 
even though speaker MM, again, shows les dynamic 
displacements of articulators compared with AE. 

Preliminary results obtained from a perception test show 
that none of the anticipatory gestures that were initiated in 
the vocalic configurations and associated to the production 
of the fricative are efficient (Figure 4). In fact, the 
consonant is not identified even at acoustic onset of the 
frication noise (Figure 5) although tongue tip-blade 
constriction is quite noticeable. The gestures are audible 
only when constriction is minimal, coupled with 
maximum protrusion (Figure 6). Notice that with 
minimum constriction, the sub-lingual cavity is at a 
maximum, a factor that presumably contributes to the 
acoustic identity of the fricative. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, results show, in the VCV sequence, that both 
lip rounding and tongue dorsum constriction, associated 
with the production of vowel /u/, indeed traverse the 
intervocalic consonant and may even attain late 
configurations of the preceding /a/. However, the audible 
portion of such gestures is located after release of the 
plosive, in the VOT span (Klatt, 1975 [6]). Anticipatory 
perception of vowel /u/ is more precocious in the velar 
context /k/. This is explained in relation to the release 
event: knowing that release occurs earlier in the velar 
context in comparison with the apical one, perception of 
the subsequent vowel is therefore obtained much earlier in 
this context. The formation of this velar plosive (from 
closion to release) in this /u/ context takes lesser time than 
that of the apical one presumably to allow emergence of 
the velar vowel with which it shares a common place of 
articulation. It should be mentioned that at occlusion 
release, in all contexts, upper lip protrusion is always at a 
peak value, thus reinforcing the auditory effects of the 
other anticipatory gestures. 

Anticipatory gestures for the emergence of the fricative in 
the CVC sequence are not audible. It seems, however, that 
an anticipatory initiation of tongue-tip movement, 
simultaneously with labial protrusion, is necessary to 
obtain the desired acoustic qualities of the upcoming 
fricative. 

Reaction of listeners to anticipatory gestures, depend on 
speaker-specific strategies. It is the timing of articulatory 
events that cue, to a large extent, the perceptual behaviour 
of listeners. Thus, as relative timing of gestures remains 
unchanged with increased speaking rate, no significant 
modification is noticed in the auditory perception of the 
gestures across speech rate. 
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moriam: In loving memory of †Alex Elkomos (AE), 
vourite speaker, who died tragically, a few months 

n a car accident. 
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Figure 1 : An audible anticipatory gesture 10 ms before 

acoustic onset of vowel [u] 

 
Figure 2 : An audible anticipatory gesture 60 ms before 

acoustic onset of vowel [u] 
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Figure 3 : Frame-by-frame analysis of the trajectory of 
articulators in producing an /a/ sequence; speaker AE 

F

 

igure 4 : An inaudible anticipatory gesture for // 
 

 
Figure 5 : An inaudible gesture during // 

Figure 6 : An audible gesture during // 
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